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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Try-Out, the Real Pre-Test, the Real Post-Test 

Try-Out 

Complete the sentences below with the correct phrasal verbs in 

the box! Write down the answers on the sheet provided! 

In Out Back  On Away   Up  Off 

1. I‟ve decided to hand ________ my homework. (give 

something to someone) 

2. Liz got ________ at six o‟clock this morning. (to wake up 

and get out of the bed) 

3.  „Did you sell your old car?‟ „ No, I gave it ________.(to 

give something to someone without asking for payment) 

4. Thieves broke ________ the house while we were away. (to 

get into a building to steal something) 

5. I‟ve got a new apartment. I‟m moving ______ tomorrow. 

(to start living in a new home) 

6. How did the recipe turn _________? (to happen or to have 

particular result) 

7. She‟s terribly upset because her sister passed_________ 

two days ago. (die) 

8. There was newspaper on the floor. I picked it _______ and 

looked at it. (to lift something using your hands) 

9. The children have been carrying ______all day. (to behave 

in an uncontrolled way) 

10. Put your bag __________now. (to put something in the 

place where it is usually kept) 
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11. It‟s a beautiful dress, but it does not fit _________ my 

body. (they look pleasant together or are suitable for each 

other) 

12. She ran _________from home when she was only 8. (to 

leave place or person secretly and suddenly) 

13. Let‟s stay _______ tonight and watch a video. (to stay in 

your home) 

14. You‟ve spent six years studying. Don‟t throw it all 

_________. (to waste a skill or opportunity) 

15. Go_______ and leave me alone! (to leave a place) 

16. The doctor cannot be seen to give ________ to the patient‟s 

demands. (to finally agree after refusing for a period of 

time) 

17. Hurry _______ or we‟ll be late go to school. ( to do things 

more quickly than normal ) 

18. How many times do I have to tell you about it before it 

sinks _____? (to become fully understood) 

19. You can count ____ me in bad situation. (to be confident 

that you can depend on someone) 

20. In the sentence “He said that he was ill”, you can leave 

________the word “that”. (omit it, not include it) 

21. Michael was born in Indonesia, but he grew _________ in 

London. (become an adult) 

22. I need to work _______ the total cost of this project. (to do 

a calculation to get answer to a mathematic question) 

23. As soon as I arrived in Korea, I booked ________ at his 

hotel. (to arrive at a hotel and arrange to stay there) 
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24. Have you ever thought of taking _______ singing? (to start 

doing a particular job or activity) 

25. If I get bored, I  just switch _________ and look out the 

window.(to stop giving attention to someone or something) 

26. Mom is going to check ________ that new mall. (to go to a 

place in order to see what it is like) 

27. If you don‟t know the meaning of a word, you can look it 

_____ in a dictionary. (to try to find a piece of information 

by looking in a book or on a computer) 

28. Please turn _______ the radio! (switch on) 

29. My teacher asked me to stand ________ in front of the 

class.  

30. I should ask him _______ sometime. ( to invite someone to 

a place as a way to start a romantic relationship) 

31. I arranged to meet Mr. Mike last night, but he didn‟t turn 

_______. ( arrive, appear) 

32. As we walked through the museum, our guide pointed 

_________ all the sights. (draw attention to something) 

33. Has she given you those novels_________ yet.(to return 

something ) 

34. We tried to catch the thief, but he managed to get 

_________. (escape, leave with difficulty). 

35. Please, turn ____________ the light when you go out!  

36. I don‟t get ___________ with my mother. (to have a good 

relationship) 

37. So when are you going to throw _____ those old books? (to 

get rid of something that you do not want anymore) 
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38. When they lived in New York, they used to eat ________ 

all the time. (to eat in a restaurant) 

39. Please, log ________ using your name and password. (to 

connect to a computer system by typing your name, so that 

you can start working) 

40. Come on, wake _______ – the meal is ready. (to (cause to) 

become conscious after sleeping) 

41. I looked _______ from her. (to turn one’s gaze away from 

someone) 
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ANSWER KEY 

1. In 11. In  21.Up  31.Up 

2. Up 12. Away 22. Out 32.Out 

3. Away 13. In  23. In  33.Back 

4. In 14. Away 24. Up  34.Away 

5. In  15. Away 25. Off  35. Off 

6. Out 16. In  26. Out  36. On 

7. Away 17. Up  27. Up          37.Out/Away 

8. Up 18. In  28. On  38.Out 

9. On 19. On  29. Up  39.On/In 

10. Away 20. Out  30. Out  40. Up 

     41.Away 
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Real Pre-Test 

Complete the sentences below with the correct phrasal verbs in 

the box! Write down the answers on the sheet provided! 

In Out Back On Away  Up Off 

1. Please hand ______ your keys when you leave the hotel.(to 

give something to a person in authority) 

2. Liz got ____at six o‟clock this morning. (to wake up and 

get out of the bed) 

3. „Did you sell your old car?‟ „ No, I gave it ______.(to give 

something to someone without asking for payment) 

4. Thieves broke ______ the house while we were away. (to 

get into a building to steal something) 

5. I‟ve got a new apartment. I‟m moving ______ tomorrow. 

(to start living in a new home) 

6. I‟m sure it will all turn ______ well in the end? (to develop 

in a particular way or to have particular result) 

7. She‟s terribly upset because her sister passed ______ two 

days ago. (die) 

8. There was newspaper on the floor. I picked it ______ and 

looked at it. (to lift something using your hands) 

9. Carry _____. You‟re doing fine. (to continue doing 

something) 

10. Put your bag _______ now. (to put something in the place 

where it is usually kept) 

11. How many lines can you fit ______ per page? (to have 

space for someone or something) 
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12. She ran _______ from home when she was only 8. (to leave 

place or person secretly and suddenly) 

13. Let‟s stay ______ tonight and watch a video. (to stay in 

your home) 

14. You‟ve spent six years studying. Don‟t throw it all 

_______. (to waste a skill or opportunity) 

15. Go ______ and leave me alone! (to leave a place) 

16. I came to the class with a piece of work I should have given 

_____ last week.(to give something, especially a piece of 

work, to someone in authority who is expecting it) 

17. Hurry _____ or we‟ll be late go to school. ( to do things 

more quickly than normal ) 

18. She had to repeat her words several times before they 

finally sank _____ (to become completely understood) 

19. You can count _____ me in bad situation. (to be confident 

that you can depend on someone) 

20. In the sentence “He said that he was ill”, you can leave 

______ the word “that”. (omit it, not include it) 

21. Michael was born in Indonesia, but he grew ______ in 

London. (become an adult) 

22. I need to work ____ the total cost of this project. (to do a 

calculation to get answer to a mathematic question) 

23. As soon as I arrived in Korea, I booked ______ at his hotel. 

(to arrive at a hotel and arrange to stay there) 

24. I took _____ singing when I was at school. (to start doing a 

particular job or activity) 
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25. If I get bored, I  just switch ______ and look out the 

window.(to stop giving attention to someone or something) 

26. Have you checked _______ the local market yet?(to look at 

someone or something to see whether you like them) 

27. If you don‟t know the meaning of a word, you can look it 

______ in a dictionary. (to try to find a piece of information 

by looking in a book or on a computer) 

28. Please turn _____ the radio! (switch on) 

29. My teacher asked me to stand _______ in front of the class.  

30. I should ask him _______ sometime. ( to invite someone to 

a place as a way to start a romantic relationship) 

31. The documents finally turned ____ in an office along the 

corridor. (to be found, especially by accident, after being 

lost or not known about) 

32. Mom pointed ______ the best lakes on the map(to show 

someone who a person is or where something is) 

33. Has she given you those novels _____ yet.(to return 

something ) 

34. We tried to catch the thief, but he managed to get _______. 

(escape, leave with difficulty). 

35. Please, turn ______ the light when you go out!  

36. I don‟t get ______ with my mother. (to have a good 

relationship) 

37. So when are you going to throw ______ those old books? 

(to get rid of something that you do not want anymore) 

38. When they lived in New York, they used to eat ______ all 

the time. (to eat in a restaurant) 
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39. Please, log _______ using your name and password. (to 

connect to a computer system by typing your name, so that 

you can start working) 

40. Come on, wake ____ – the meal is ready. (to (cause to) 

become conscious after sleeping) 

41. In embarrassment, I looked _______.(to turn one’s gaze 

away from someone) 
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ANSWER KEY 

1. In 11. In  21. Up  31. Up 

2. Up 12. Away 22. Out  32.Out 

3. Away 13. In  23. In  33.Back 

4. In 14. Away 24. Up  34.Away 

5. In 15. Away 25. Off  35. Off 

6. Out 16. In  26. Out  36. On 

7. Away 17. Up  27. Up          37.Out/Away 

8. Up 18. In  28. On  38.Out 

9. On 19. On  29. Up  39.On/In 

10. Away 20. Out  30. Out  40. Up 

     41.Away 
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Real Post Test 

Complete the sentences below with the correct phrasal verbs in 

the box! Write down the answers on the sheet provided! 

In Out Back On Away  Up  Off 

1. When you pick _______ the box, make sure to support the 

bottom. (to lift something using your hands) 

2. The little girl was unhappy about having taken a bath 

everyday and decided to run ________ from home. (to 

leave place or person secretly and suddenly) 

3. The journalist decided to leave ______certain details from 

her story. (omit it, not include it) 

4. Check it _____! Best prices in town. (to look at someone or 

something to see whether you like them) 

5. Stand _______, then sit down again. (to rise from a lying or 

sitting position) 

6. Turn _______ the machine and unplug it when you leave. 

(to power down, to stop a device) 

7. Give me _______ my dictionary. (to return something ) 

8. I would like to log ________ to check my e-mail, but I 

can‟t remember my password. (to connect to a computer 

system by typing your name, so that you can start working) 

9. I did not know what an easle was until I looked it _____ in 

a dictionary. (to try to find a piece of information by looking 

in a book or on a computer) 

10. How do I get a shy man to ask me ______? ( to invite 

someone to a place as a way to start a romantic 

relationship) 
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11. He did not get _______ with his brother. (to have a good 

relationship) 

12. I did not like that book, so I gave it ________.(to give 

something to someone without asking for payment) 

13. She‟ll be gone for a few days, but I hope you will carry 

_______ in her absence (to continue doing something) 

14. What do you want to be when you grow _______? (become 

an adult) 

15. She pointed _______ the two guitarists in the class.(to show 

someone who a person is or where something is) 

16. Can we count _______ you to help us? (to be confident that 

you can depend on someone) 

17. Can you work ________ 390 x 12 in your head for me? (to 

do a calculation to get answer to a mathematic question) 

18. After a long battle with lung cancer, the professor passed 

_________. (die) 

19. The plug fits _________ the socket (to have space for 

someone or something) 

20. She wish to take _________ painting.(to start doing a 

particular job or activity) 

21. Surround the bank! Don‟t let the robber get _______. 

(escape, leave with difficulty) 

22. Shannon wanted Korean barbecue, but her mom did not 

want to eat _____. (to eat in a restaurant) 

23. Someone broke ________ and stole his radio. (to get into a 

building to steal something) 
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24. I did not get _______ until midday. (to wake up and get out 

of the bed) 

25. She know she‟s been naughty, but it will take a while for it 

to sink _______(to become clear in one’s mind) 

26. Is this your book that turned ________ in my drawer? (to be 

found, especially by accident, after being lost or not known 

about) 

27. I found a wallet on the street, so I handed it ______ to the 

police. (to give something to a person in authority) 

28. I wanted to throw _______ the cup, but I could not find a 

trash can. (to get rid of something that you do not want 

anymore) 

29. Anne and Brad have bought a new house and they are 

moving _______ today.(to start living in a new place) 

30. If he‟s annoying you, tell her to go _______. (to leave a 

place) 

31. Hurry ______ and finish your soup. (to do things more 

quickly more than normal) 

32. She‟s booked herself ________ at a luxurious hotel. (to 

arrive at a hotel and arrange to stay there) 

33. Come on, wake _______ – breakfast is ready. (to (cause to) 

become conscious after sleeping) 

34. She put the notebook _______ and stood up. (to put 

something in the place where it is usually kept) 

35. I think I‟d rather stay _________ tonight. (to stay in your 

home) 
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36. It all turned _______ to be a mistake. (to develop in a 

particular way or to have particular result) 

37. Is your computer turned _______? (switch on) 

38. They lost the game after throwing ____ a two goal lead. (to 

waste an opportunity) 

39. My little sister was looking ______ while she was watching 

horror film. (to turn one’s gaze away from something) 

40. She just switched _______ and ignored me. (to stop giving 

attention to someone or something) 

41. They would not give _______ until she received a full 

apology. (to accept that you have been defeated and agree 

to stop competing or fighting) 
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ANSWER KEY 

1. Up 11. On  21. Away 31. Up 

2. Away 12. Away 22. Out  32. In 

3. Out 13. On  23. In  33. Up 

4. Out 14. Up  24. Up  34.Away 

5. Up 15. Out  25. In  35. In 

6. Off 16. On  26. Up  36.Out 

7. Back 17. Out  27. In  37. On 

8. On/In 18. Away 28. Away 38.Out 

9. Up 19. In  29. In  39.Away 

10. Out 20. Up  30. Away 40. In 

     41. In 
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Appendix 2 (Calculation of Test Reliability of the Try-Out) 

Calculation of Test Reliability of the Try-Out 

NO X X² 

1 21 441 

2 24 576 

3 21 441 

4 22 484 

5 20 400 

6 22 484 

7 21 441 

8 10 100 

9 28 784 

10 24 576 

11 15 225 

12 25 625 

13 24 576 

14 11 121 

15 27 729 

16 8 64 

Total 323 7067 

n 16 

 mean 20,1875 

 var 36,4292 

  

 ∑X 

M =  ________  = 20, 1875 

 n  
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 n. ∑𝑥2- (∑𝑥)2 

V =  ________________ = 36, 4292 

 n(n-1) 

K = 41 

KR -21 Formula 

              M (K-M) 

R = 1 -  --------------   

                 K.V 

  20,1875 (41-20,1875) 

R = 1- ----------------------------------- 

  41 . 36, 42916 

  420,15234375 

R = 1 - ---------------------------- 

  1,493,59556 

R = 1- 0,2814148317 

R = 0,719 

Where: 

r = reliability 

n = number of students 

M = mean 

V = variance 

K = number of items 

r table = 0.316 

Because r is greater than r table, so the test is reliable 
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Appendix 3 (Calculation of Item Difficulty and Discrimination 

Power of the Try-Out) 

Calculation of Item Difficulty of the Try-Out 

Number of item Item difficulty Interpretation 

1 0.125 very difficult 

2 0.625 Acceptable 

3 0.625 Acceptable 

4 0.5 Acceptable 

5 0.125 very difficult 

6 0 very difficult 

7 0.75 Easy 

8 0.875 very easy 

9 0.5 Acceptable 

10 0.25 Difficult 

11 0.25 Difficult 

12 0.375 Acceptable 

13 0.25 Difficult 

14 0.375 Acceptable 

15 0.25 Acceptable 

16 0 very difficult 

17 1 very easy 

18 0.125 very difficult 

19 0.75 Easy 

20 0.375 Acceptable 

21 0.75 Easy 

22 0.625 Acceptable 
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Number of item Item difficulty Interpretation 

23 0.625 Acceptable 

24 0.125 very difficult 

25 0.625 Acceptable 

26 0.25 Difficult 

27 0.25 Difficult 

28 0.625 Acceptable 

29 0.75 Easy 

30 0.375 Acceptable 

31 0 very difficult 

32 0 very difficult 

33 0.625 Acceptable 

34 0.25 Difficult 

35 0.875 very easy 

36 0.5 Acceptable 

37 0.125 very difficult 

38 0.625 Acceptable 

39 0.875 very easy 

40 0.875 very easy 

41 0.125 very difficult 
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 Calculation of Discrimination Power of the Try-Out 

Number of 

item Discrimination Index Interpretation 

1 0.125 Low 

2 0.375 satisfactory 

3 0.375 satisfactory 

4 0 Low 

5 0.125 Low 

6 0 Low 

7 0.25 satisfactory 

8 0.125 Low 

9 0.25 satisfactory 

10 0 Low 

11 0 Low 

12 0.375 satisfactory 

13 0.25 satisfactory 

14 0.375 satisfactory 

15 0 Low 

16 0 Low 

17 0 Low 

18 0 Low 

19 0.25 satisfactory 

20 0.125 Low 

21 0.25 satisfactory 

22 0.125 Low 
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Number of 

item Discrimination Index Interpretation 

23 0.375 satisfactory 

24 0.125 Low 

25 0.375 satisfactory 

26 0.25 satisfactory 

27 0.25 satisfactory 

28 0.375 satisfactory 

29 0.25 satisfactory 

30 0.375 satisfactory 

31 0 Low 

32 0 Low 

33 0.375 satisfactory 

34 0 Low 

35 0.125 Low 

36 0 Low 

37 0.125 Low 

38 0.375 satisfactory 

39 0.25 satisfactory 

40 0.125 Low 

41 0.125 Low 
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Appendix 4 (Interview guideline) 

 

Q:  Do you still remember that I gave you the phrasal verbs test 

 twice. First for the pre-test just a week after the half 

 semester started and the second one as the post-test after 

 you did final exam? 

Q: I‟ve already checked the result both of pre-test and post-

 test. I found out that most of you got better result on the 

 post-test rather than the pre-test. My question is how can 

 you get better result in the post-test than the pre-test? 

Q: Can you mention some factors that make you get better 

 result in your post-test? 

Q: What do you feel when your lecturers teach the material of 

 phrasal verbs to you? Does it make you really understand 

 the material? 

Q: Have your lecturers ever given you quizzes related to 

 phrasal verbs? 

Q: How about material review provided in your course book? 

 Is it useful for you? Do you think that it also helps you to 

 get good result on your post-test? 

Q: How about independent study on SAC? Do you find many 

 exercises about phrasal verbs?  

Q: Have you ever learned phrasal verbs by yourself from other 

 sources besides the materials taught in the class? Can you 

 give me the example? 

  

 


